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University of Central Florida
Facts and Figures (Fall 2012):
– 2nd Largest University in U.S.
– 11 campuses
– More than 59,000 students
– 1,959 Faculty and adjuncts
– Carnegie Classification - RU/VH: Research
Universities (very high research activity)
– Over $150 million in contracts and grants

Who has an IR?
In 2011…

7 of 11
State University
Libraries of Florida

Scholarly Communication Task Force
• Formed in February 2011
• Nine members, Lee Dotson, Chair
• Charge:
– Examine and make recommendations regarding
the role the UCF Libraries can play in shaping the
future of scholarly communication at UCF through
the creation of a sample pilot repository with
voluntary contributions from UCF Libraries’
faculty.

Goals
• Provide a shared interface to make unique UCF
intellectual capital more discoverable and accessible.
• Provide a shared access point for metadata and/or
content for disparate departmental repositories
around campus.
• Support University Archives Policy 4-005.1
• Develop a system to meet requests to digitize, create
metadata, and/or host materials.
• Collaborate with the Office of Research &
Commercialization to support faculty with NSF and
NIH mandates.
• Provide stable, sustainable home to connect users to
data and satisfy grant requirements for deliverables.

Faculty Senate Resolutions
• 2004-2005 resolution for Library Scholarly Literature:

– “access to the scholarly literature is vital to all members of
the academic community”
– Support “core academic values of promoting the
dissemination of and unrestricted access to scholarship
and research.”
– Resolved to call on “administration, faculty, staff, and
students to increase support for a publishing system more
conducive to scholarly communication, no matter what the
format of transmission, by supporting refereed journals
and publishers whose business and pricing practices are
reasonable and sustainable, and follow practices that
increase the availability of scholarly communication”
– Resolution 2004-2005-1 Library Scholarly Literature

Faculty Senate Resolutions, Cont.
• 2007-2008 resolution for the ETD
Dissemination Policy:
– recognized that “the university is dedicated to
open access of original work for the purposes of
scholarship”
– while being “mindful of protecting the rights of
our students (and faculty) with regard to their
original work”
– Resolution 2007-2008-2 ETD Dissemination Policy
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Outcomes – December 2011 Meeting
• New Charge for 2012: Create a mental model
of the research lifecycle at UCF
• Dialogues with other UCF departments:
Office of Research and Commercialization
Faculty Center for Teaching and Learning
Institute for Simulation & Training

Initial designs

Current Design

http://library.ucf.edu/ScholarlyCommunication/ResearchLifecycleUCF.php

Library & Archives

Digital Stewardship
• The goal of preservation
and access of born digital,
digitized, and scholarly
communications, including
their overlap
• Due to the nature of digital
materials, it is imperative
that archivists become
involved early in the
lifecycle and collaborate
with other stakeholders to
ensure their preservation
and accessibility

University Archives Policy 4-005.1
POLICY STATEMENT:
• It is the policy of the University of Central Florida to
preserve the institutional memory of the university
by maintaining a complete archive of its history and
accomplishments and to preserve that history in the
University Archives.
• University public records may be in any physical or
digital format and are appraised for content and
historical value.

Institutional Repositories & Archives
SPARC® the Scholarly Publishing and Academic Resources Coalition, is an international alliance of
academic and research libraries working to correct imbalances in the scholarly publishing system.
Developed by the Association of Research Libraries
Raym Crow of SPARC is quoted by Elizabeth Yakel et al in American Archivist about the potential
opportunities and downfalls for archivists in terms of IRs:
Depending on the university, an institutional repository may complement or compete with the
role served by the university archives.
University Archives often serve two purposes:
1)to manage administrative records to satisfy legally mandated retention requirements, and
2) to preserve materials pertaining to the institution’s history and to the activities and
achievements of its officers, faculty, staff, students, and alumni.
Compared to institutional repositories, which aim to preserve the entire intellectual output of the
institution, university archivists exercise broad discretion in determining which papers and other
digital objects to collect and store.
“Still, the potential overlap of roles of the two repository types merits consideration at the
institutions that support both.”

Why active participation in the
lifecycle is necessary• The relative fragility of digital materials versus physical, i.e. if a
page is missing from a book, you can still find value and
interpret the rest of the book. If a digital file is damaged, it is
unlikely to be salvaged
• As proactive stewards of digital content, archivists cannot wait
for the box of old documents and photographs to arrive on
our doorsteps, we must play an active role in the lifecycle so
that digital materials make it to us
• By active role, this means the importance of collaboration
between the archives and the library (systems) and the library
and the stakeholders to whom the library will provide services
in terms of scholarly support and preservation

Collaboration at UCF
• Our current work flow for archives involves coordination
between the units responsible: Special Collections &
University Archives, and the Digital Initiatives department.
• We manage our material in terms of accessioning,
preservation, processing and digitization if necessary, and
Digital Initiatives provides digitization for unusual formats and
then uploads them into CONTENTdm.
• SCUA decides on how metadata will be mapped for a specific
collection and then either our metadata cataloger creates the
metadata or SCUA does. This workflow depends on the
specific materials

And for the time being we are using digital asset management software as a de facto repository:
http://library.ucf.edu/Systems/DigitalCollections/

Current repository support

• For UCF, our only back up solution is the FDA or Florida Digital
Archive, but this is not a functional repository for archivists in terms
of accessioning, processing, etc. or an accessible solution for patrons.
• Also, it is only available to the State University System of Florida,
although their partners are, so partnership may be key for private
institutions, academic or otherwise.
• The FDA repository stores approximately 112 terabytes of archived
materials, representing over 70 million files submitted by eleven
universities, making the FDA one of the largest digital repositories in
the U.S.

Advocacy & Planning
• The physical development of the IR is on hold
as we await action by administration
• The importance of advocating for archives,
while others in the group are gaining support
from other stakeholders
• Continuing to the best that we can until we
are able to fulfill our part of the lifecycle.

Conclusion – Partnering via the Lifecycle
• The Lifecycle at UCF provides a way to visualize research,
records, etc. and how to manage them that takes into
account the whole environment
• This allows for more comprehensive planning for all
involved.
• While no plan is fool proof or perfect, this type of overview
can be a benefit in terms of time, money, and ease of
access for materials that might otherwise be lost or are
simply too hard to find.
• This collaboration is taking place across the university,
through partnerships between the library and other
entities on campus, as well as within the library between
departments.

